Autumn

DIRECTIONS: Write the possessive form of each noun to complete the story.

1. In autumn the ______________________ leaves fall to the ground.
   tree

2. The ______________________ temperature is lower than it used to be.
   day

3. ______________________ afternoons are taken up with homework now.
   children

4. ______________________ early evenings mean earlier bedtimes.
   autumn

5. The ______________________ changing temperatures mean that some
   season  ~  birds migrate to warmer climates.

6. Some ______________________ mood is lower in
   people  ~  people
   autumn because the ______________________
   sky  ~  sky
   color is so often gray.

7. For others, an ______________________ gloominess is just
   afternoon  ~  afternoon
   what they are longing for, after ______________________
   summer  ~  summer
   long, hot days.

8. My ______________________ wish is that autumn would last forever!
   sister